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The peach crop is a major contributor to the agricultural output of the 
Southeastern United States, particularly the state of Georgia. However, the in­
tensive culture of peaches over a long period of time leads to the so-called 
"peach decline". Over the last few decades, the average productive life of peach 
trees in Georgia has declined from approximately twenty years to from five to 
eight years. 
Peach decline has been investigated in Georgia since 1929 The premature 
death of peach trees in the Southeast has been attributed to such disorders as 
root rot, peachtree borer, nematodes, bacterial canker, fungi, cold damage, 
and virus diseases. 
In 1972, between 100, 000 and 200, 000 trees died, and hence in that year 
aerial photography of several orchard test sites was obtained. Previously, the 
occurrence of tree decline due to the presence of three diseases, three insects, 
and one mite had been detected by the examination of color infrared aerial photo­
graphs obtained at elevations of 600-4500 feet. i 
Color infrared photographs obtained in 1972 were analyzed using the 
2 
General Electric Image 100 System By displaying on a color television morn­
tor, categories corresponding to selected density levels on the film are readily 
located. With this method, trees in various stages of decline and also different 
segments of the same tree fall into different categories. 
Consequently, analysis by digital computer of multispectral aerial photo­
graphy was undertaken. The purposes of this study were to determine the 
feasibilities of orchard inventories (enumeration and sizing of the crowns) 
and of determining the state of decline of trees based on an analysis of their 
multispectral reflectances. 
This report presents the results of the analysis of four band multispectral 
photography by digital computer The major topics presented are (i) digital 
correction of intensity vanations, (ui) enumeration of trees by sizes, and (iii) 
classification into healthy and declining categories. 
The aerial Photography was undertaken by NASA/MSFC, and ground-truth 
data was furmshed by the USDA Southeastern Fruit and Tree Nut Research 
Station, Byron, Georgia. The aerial imagery was obtained over the USDA test 
sites in Bibb, Crawford and Peach Counties in the state of Georgia The loca­
tions of these test sites and the USDA Research Station are shown in Figure 1. 1. 
The photographs used were made by the MSFC 12S four band camera system, 
which exposes four frames of film size 90x90 mm. through filters which trans­
mit in the blue, green, red and infrared spectral bands. Digitization of the images 
and computer analysis were performed at Marshall Space Flight Center by Com­
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II. DIGITAL FILTERING TECHNIQUES 
2.1 Two Dimensional Linear Filtering 
The first topic to be discussed is digital correction of intensity varations, 
by means of digital filters. This method is feasible as a procedure for removing 
variations which have spatial rates of change differing from those of the objects 
of interest in the scene. This is particularly true of an aerial photograph of a 
peach orchard, in which the objects of interest are of a consistent size. 
The input/output relation of a linear digital filter is of the form 






where fxI is the input data sequence and [Z I is the output data sequence. It 
may be seen that an output data value is a sum of the neighboring 2L input values, 
plus the input data point, each multiplied by a filter weight gk The implementation 
of a filter consists of selecting the filter weights, followed by evaluating the in­
put/output relation at each data point. Because of the large amount of data in a 
digitized image, it is essential that the implementations be fast in order to make 
digital processing practically feasible 
A very fast implementation is obtained when the filter weights are given 
the value one, and the evaluation is done recursively In tus case, the filter 
output is a moving sum over the input data, and in advancing by one data point, 
it is necessary to add only one new sample and subtract one sample which has 
left the filter length of (2L+1) samples The following diagram illustrates: 






Z, = Zi l +Xi+L - XiL_1 
4 
Also, in the actual filtering of a digitized image, two dimensional filtering is 
performed This involves extending the summation over all neighboring points 
in a region of dimensions (2 Lx+l) (2 Ly+l) The output data values will occupy 
the same magnitude range as the input if the average of the (2 Lx+l) (2Ly+l) terms 
is taken. 
When the two-dimensional moving averages are applied, data variations 
which occur over a span of less than 2L+1 data points tend to be averaged out, 
while more slowly changing variations remain Hence, the operation has the 
effect of low pass filtering Denoting the moving average low pass filter oper­
ation by LP we can write 
Z = LP (X) 
Since the inverse of a low pass filter transfer function is that of a high pass 
filter, a igh pass operation may be obtained as 
Z =HP (X)=[1-LP] (X) =(X) -LP (X). 
This is equivalent to subtracting the moving averages (the slowly varying inten­
sity variations) from each data point (A constant bias may be added to restore 
the data to its original range). 
Band pass filters may be constructed from combinations of low and high 
pass. A filter which passes in the midrange is given by 
BP = LP (LI) - LP (L2 ) 
where L 1 > L2. In this case, LP (L1 ) removes the extreme high frequency 
variations, while subtracting the output of LP (L2) removes the extreme low 
frequency variation. A filter which attenuates the midrange is given by 
BP = LP (LI) HP (L 2 ). 
In this case, the high and low ranges are passed. 
5 
2.2 Digital Filtering of a Digitized Peach Orchard Aerial Photograph 
Imtial experiments were performed using a green band image obtained at 
6000-feet altitude. A rectangular orchard consisting-of approximately 37x84 
rows of peach trees was digitized to 64 levels spanmng a range of 0 to 2D in 
photographic density. The digitizing spot size was 50 microns, yielding for the 
digitized scene an array of 850x1800 pixels 
Visual observation of the image indicated large variations in scene inten­
sity, although maintaining distinct contrast between the tree crowns and back­
ground. The histogram of the scene density is given in Figure 2 1. The histo­
gram verifies the wide range of densities present in the image, and lack of 
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As a first step in the processing of the image, it was decided to attempt 
the removal of the background intensity variations. The possibility of perform­
ing this operation arises from the slower rates of spatial change of the back­
ground intensity variations compared to the variations due to the tree crowns 
This fact is illustrated in Figure 2 2, which is a trace of the density variations 
along a row of trees as the background density varies widely. The ten intensity 
peaks correspond to ten tree crowns which are dark in appearance on the photo­
graph The overall intensity variation is evident in the plot, with a region of 
low intensity near pixel 100. 
In this case the varations of intensity do not follow a positional dependence 
which would allow fitting to a function of position. Hence the moving averages 
(low pass output) must be computed for each point in the digitized image. If 
the size of the moving average region is chosen correctly, the low pass output 
will be a measure of the low frequency variations in image density. Tins out­
put at each point in the image is subtracted from the original data value and a 
bias is added to restore the overall average density of the output image. As 
indicated previously, the result of subtracting a low pass filter output from the 
original data is characteristic of high pass filtering. Figure 2.3 is a trace 
along the row of pixels shown in Figure 2 2, after the image has been high 
pass filtered Twenty-five neighboring points were taken as the filter length 
in each direction, yielding a total area of 51x51, including the data point itself 
It can be seen that the high pass output retains the detailed structure of the 
original data while significantly reducing the slow drift exhibited in the data. 
A further refinement was attempted using the high pass filtered data 
This data was low pass filtered, using a filter length small compared to the 
dimensions of the tree crowns Thus, in this case, the variations arising from 
the tree crowns are considered as slowly changing and are relatively unaffected, 
while smaller patches of vegetation and nonumfornnty within tree crowns are 
reduced. The net result of these operations is a band pass filtered image, in 
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which only those objects which are the size of tree crowns retain their original 
intensities. Figure 2.4 shows the original data sample and the low pass and 
band pass outputs. 
Examination of the original data scan shows that a separation of tree 
crowns and background is not possible for any value of threshold. However in 
the filtered output image all of the tree crowns can be separated from their 
surrounding background by a density threshold of approximately 25 (on the 0-63 
scale of scanner output). This is further demonstrated by the histogram of the 
filtered data (Figure 2.5), which has become bi-modal, with a minimum occuring 
at the value 25. 
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Figure 2.5. 	 Histogram of densities in the peach orchard image 
after digital filtering. 
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Using a threshold of 25, a digital image can be generated in which the 
tree crowns remain while the background is set to zero density. However, as 
the densities of the tree crowns have been altered somewhat by the filtering 
operation, a more accurate result is obtained if the filtered image is used as 
a mask to be compared with the original image. In this manner, the background 
in the original image can be set to zero density. A resulting image obtained in 
this manner and the original image are shown in Figure 2.6. The histogram of 
the tree crowns only is shown in Figure 2.7. The symmetry of the distribution 
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3. 1 Introduction 
The problem of determining the positions of specified objects in a digitized 
image array may be approached by comparing, in some way, a local region in 
the image with a mathematical template which represents the searched-for objects. 
A match is considered to have occurred when the similarity between the image 
and the template reaches a certain level, in terms of a mathematical criterion. 
The traditional, but time consuming, method is a search for peaks in the cross­
correlation function at image coordinates f i, j] the sum of the product of each 
template term with its corresponding image term. For a template T of size 
mxm, with an image array I, the normalized cross-correlation is given by: 
IIT )R2(i~~j) T(kl) I(kl1=1ll~ 
However, it may be possible to obtain satisfactory results, with a large decrease 
in computation time, by using simple differences between the template and the 
image. 
3.2 Template Matching with Simple Differences 
A test area was ciosen from the green band image which had been high 
pass filtered to remove background variations. The test area of 100 pixels square 
was relatively small, but was so chosen to allow rapid presentation of results 
on the output line printer. A line printer plot of the area is shown in Figure 3.1. 
The template chosen consisted of a circular region inscribed in a square 
of eleven pixels. The template elements representing the disk and the border 
were assigned values approximating the density levels of the tree crowns and 
background. 
14 
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The template was centered over each pixel in the image, and the differences 
between each template element and the corresponding image pixels were summed. 
This sum, obtained at each point in the image, is termed the cumulative error. 
A printer plot of this error for the test region is given in Figure 3.2. As ex­
pected, the errors decrease steadily as the template becomes superimposed on 
each tree crown. The pixel position for which minimum error occurs will be 
considered to be the match position. 
Plots of the errors obtained along two rows of the image are given in 
Figure 3.3. The upper plot is the error along line twenty-one of the test site, 
in an area between rows of trees. Consequently, the matching errors are large 
and fairly constant. The lower plot is the error along a line of tree crowns, and 
demonstrates the wide variation in error and in particular the rapid change in the 
error near the match positions (the minima in the plotted curve). 
It is apparent from the preceding figures that an error threshold can be 
determined such that image points whose corresponding errors exceed the 
threshold are far from the locations of the tree crowns. This is illustrated by 
Figure 3.4 which is a printer plot of the errors at only those pixel locations 
having errors below the threshold. Comparison with Figure 3.1 demonstrates 
the correlation of these low error locations with the tree crowns in the image. 
This type of thresholding to indicate the locations of the tree crowns is prefer­
able to simple density thresholding because it includes a dependence on shape 
and not only density. 
3.3 Error Evaluation Sequences 
The definition of the cmnulative error at each pixcl location is the sum of 
the absolute values of the differene between corresponding template and image 
pixels. However, in the present case, the computations can be formulated to 
reduce the computation time. This is a result of the circular symmetry of the 
template, the definition of the template in terms of only two values, and the 
proportion of background area to tree crown area in the imagery. Several 
methods of computation were examined in a series of experiments. 
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Figure3.3. Cumulative errors along line 21 and line 11 of the 
test scene. 
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Figure 3.4.Cumulative Error after Thresholding 
19 
(i) Natural Sequence 
This method is a straightforward summation of the absolute values 
of the differences for all the terms of the template taken in a raster scan 
order. The computation time required on the test site was 91 seconds. 
(All times given are computation times only, and do not include time re­
qired for input/output operations. Machine used was a 7094/1.) 
(ii) Natural Sequence + Total Error Threshold 
Since the only areas of interest are those with errors below the 
threshold, the accumulation of error may be terminated whenever the 




(iii) Error Sort Method - A 
The following two methods are based on sorting of the error terms 
such that the template evaluation sequence corresponds to the errors ob­
tained, from the highest to the lowest In tins case, the template is shifted 
±1 pixel from a match position with itself along rows and columns, the 
errors in the four cases evaluated, and sorted so that the evaluation 
4 
sequence determines errors in order ot their magnitude The resulting 
sequence is given in Figure 3 5, and the computation time required was 
80 seconds. The method is not advantageous for this particular problem, 
probably due to the small percentage of evaluations which are performed near 
match positions 
(iv) Error Sort Method - B 
This is a more generalized error sort method. The test scene was 
used as a "training" area, to determine the average error for each term 
in the template as the template was placed at each pixel in the scene. The 
average errors at each point in the template are given in Figure 3.6. The 
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to the background of the scene, and are smaller since the majorty of the


scene is background. The evaluation sequence is given in Figure 3 7,


and the computation time required was 71 seconds. Tins method has the


disadvantage of being traimng data dependent, and hence similar, but


circularly symmetric sequences were tested


(v) Disk -	 Background Sequence 
As a better approximation to the empirical sequence of method No. 
(iv), a sequence was evaluated which spirals inward over the region of the 
disk, followed by an outward spiral over the region of the background The 
computation time was 72 seconds. 
OF THERpERODTCIBT21 
IS POORoIIN PAG, 
7.16 7.23 7.3C 18.15 1E.11 18-C - 18.C8 18.C2 7.43 7.40 7.36 
7.20 7.28 18.16 18.11 1E.C7 18.C5 18.C4 18.C4 18.C6 7.44 7.39 
7.26 18.16 18.1C 18.C I1.C2 I.CC 17.99 17.S9 18.C1 18.04 7.44 
18.15 18.10 18.C4 17.t3 17.S5 17.G 17.92 17.53 17.95 17.98 18.0C3 
18.C9 18.C3 17.S7 17.S3 17.89 17.E7 17.86 17.E7 17.S9 17.92 17.98 
18.CS 17.97 17.;l 17.87 17.E3 17.81 17.80 17.81 17.83 17.87 17.93 
17.97 17.91 17.E6 17.81 17.7E 17.76 17.75 17.76 17.78 17.82 17.88


17.92 17.87 17.81 17.77 17.73 17.72 17.71 17.72 17.75 17.79 17.84


7.60 17.84 17.78 17.74 17.71 17.6'; 17.68 17.7C 17.72 17.76 7.72


7.61 7.68 17.77 17.73 17.7C 17.6E 17.68 17.65 17.72 7.78 7.72


7.60 7.67 7.73 17.74 17.71 17.69 17.68 17.7C 7.82 7.77 7.71 
errors throughout the test sceneFigure3.6,Average template 
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(vi) Increasing Radius Sequence 
The sequence in order of increasing radius evaluates the error for 
all of the template terms representing tree crowns before proceeding to 
the terms representing background. Since the majority of the scene is not 
tree crowns, errors on the average accumulate rapidly and tlus sequence 
yields a rapid computation, requiring 62 seconds. 
(vii) Elimination of Absolute Value Computation 
In general, the simple difference between a template term and an 
image pixel must be the absolute value of the difference to allow for image 
data values above and below the template values However, in the present 
case of a double-valued template, the template values may be chosen to 
insure that all difference terms have the same sign. For example, the 
tree crowns have high density in the transparencies, and the corresponding 
template region is set at the maximum image value. This is infact 
preferable in the present case, since the optimal match is obtained for the 
densest tree crown and lightest background. Using this procedure, com­
bined with the increasing radius sequence and error thresholding, the 
computation time drops to 46 seconds. 
(vii) Recursive Evaluation 
The recursive evaluation sequence takes account of the fact that as 
the template is centered on successive pixels of the image, the majority 
of the error terms retain their previous values. Hence it is only necessary 
to consider the new terms appearing at the leading edges of the template 
regions (both the leading terms of the whole template and each disk­
background interface), and the terms being dropped at the trailing edges. 
This method is extremely rapid, requiring 18 seconds, and it is a property 
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At the point of match, the cumulative error is the sum of the noise due to 
the fact that the areas being compared are different. If tins image noise has a 
mean X and zero deviation, the ratio of cumulative error to mean of the noise, 
E/X, is umty at each point in the sum, and the cumulative error is linear with 
the number of terms. However, an increase in the variance of image noise is 
reflected in an increased rate of accumulation of error, and the threshold curve 
should take on higher values. Barnea and Silverman 3 have calculated threshold 
sequences for various deviations. A set of such curves is given in Figure 3.9. 
Barnea and Silverman also present calculated curves based on the probability of 
the cumulative error exceeding the threshold being held constant at each term 
in the sum. A set of these curves is given in Figure 3.10. Further analysis of 
this type of computation is given by Ramapriyan.5 
Error sequences were plotted for the peach test site, using an evaluation 
sequence winch starts at the center of the circular template and spirals outward 
The cumulative errors at each term in the sum over a template of size 11x 11 
pixels are plotted as the solid lines in Figure 3.11. The upper plot is for a non­
match position, whale the lower is obtained for the template centered on the 
upper left tree of the test site The area of the template circular region was 
nominally 100 pixels, but an actual area of 97 pixels was obtained, due to the 
discreteness of pixels. Thus, after 97 terms of the error sum, there is an 
abrupt change in the template value, and tins accounts for the slope change in the 
error sum plots near the 100-th term. 
From the cumulative error plots, threshold sequences can be obtained such 
that the error sums at non-match points exceed the threshold terms, while 
remaining below the threshold near match points. For this test, linear threshold 
sequences were chosen, since the error sequences are nearly linear for the 
initial terms. The threshold sequences shown as dotted lines increase by 8 and 5 
for each term in the sum. It may be seen from the plots that, for non-match 
positions, the initial term of the error sum will exceed the threshold. The linear 
threshold curve passing through the origin does not make allowance for variance 
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tins assumption. Similarly, it may be seen that, near match points, the error 
is accumulated for all terms of the template, without exceeding the threshold. 
Hence, an appropriate output function is the number of terms in the error sum 
at winch the threshold is exceeded, or the total number of terms when the thresh­
old is not exceeded. Printer plots of tis output are given in Figures 3.12 and 
3.13 for threshold sequence slopes of 8 and 5, respectively. It is apparent that 
the sums are terrmnated quickly at non-match points, effecting a large reduction 
in computation time. The actual computation times were 11 seconds and 7 7 
seconds, respectively The regions in which the error accumulates for a large 
number of terms approximate the sizes of the trees in Figures 3.12 and 3.13, 
as do the regions where the error is below a constant threshold in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3. 13 Plot ot Error Sequence Terms for Threshold Sequence Slope 




3.5 Enumeration, Sizing and Coordinate Determination 
3.5.1 Techmque 
Previous sections have demonstrated that simple differencing of a cir­
cular template and a digitized image of a peach orchard produces an error 
function with pronounced minima at the locations of tree crowns. The coordinates 
of a mmmmum are readily obtained and may be taken as the coordinates of the 
tree center. However, it is necessary to repeat the process of finding a new 
minimum value in the vicinity of each tree crown Hence an approximate position 
of match is found initially by considering the gradient between the leading and 
trailing edges of the circular template positions in the data. 
Figure 3. 14 Positive and Negative Gradient terms for a Circular








The template gradient is defined as the positive sum of all terms on the 
leading edge of the circular region, plus the negative sum of all terms on the 
trailing edge The positive and negative terms for the horizontal gradient of a 
template with a circular area of 97 pixels are given in Figure 3.14 The hori­
zontal gradients along lines 13 and 23 of the test site are plotted in Figure 3.15. 
The upper plot is along a line centered on a row of trees, while the lower is be­
tween rows. 
As a consequence of the facts that (i) the leading edge of the template de­
fines the image points contributing to the positive terms in the gradient, and (ii) 
the tree crowns have digitized values of greater magmtude than the background, 
the gradient values are positive as the template approaches the position of a tree 
crown in a raster type scan. The value of the gradient falls rapidly through zero 
as the template passes over the center of a tree crown. By detecting a similar 
passage through zero in the orthogonal direction of scan, it is possible to rapidly 
obtain approximate coordinates of match 
An alternative description of this procedure is obtained by regarding it as 
a recursive calculation of the sum of the image values corresponding to the cir­
cular area of the template disk. The gradient terms at each pixel location are the 
terms to be added to the precedLng sum to obtain the magnitude of the sum at the 
current pixel location. Thus the gradients are the differential of the sums over 
circular regions centered at each pixel location, and as such pass through zero 
at the extremum of the sum. 
This method of locating the approximate positions of match was chosen 
over others (such as total error threshold or monotamc threshold sequence] for 
the following reasons: 
(i) A recursive-type computation is approximately as rapid as 
a threshold type, 
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Figure 3. 15 Horizontal Gradients along lines 13 and 23 of the 
Test Site. 
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(iii) 	 the effect of bias in the image density levels on the choice of 
threshold values is eliminated, 
(iv) 	 differentials involving a small number of terms at the edges of 
the template disk yielded inaccurate match positions 
After 	 the approximate match position is found by means of gradient 
sequences, a block of area five pixels by five pixels centered on the approximate 
position is analyzed in detail. In this region, the total cumulative error between 
the template and the image is calculated using a recursive method, and the posi­
tion of minimum error is determined If this error does not exceed a predeter­
mined 	 threshold, this position is accepted as the coordinates of the center of a 
tree 	 crown In addition, a tree count is readily obtained. 
3.5.2 Test Site Tree Detection 
Thepeach orchaid test site was analyzed in this manner. Figure 3.16 
is an intensity plot of the cumulative errors which were computed over the five 
pixel by five pixel areas centered on the approximate match locations. The in­
tense positions within regions of small error are the final free coordinate 
positions, as determined by the minimum total caminulative error. The total 
error is above the threshold for those five by five squares wich are intense at 
all positions, as in the leftmost three in the second row At these positions, the 
gradient procedure was sufficiently sensitive to detect the presence of an object, 
but the size or contrast dtd not match the template very closely, and hence the 
cumulative error was large. 
The test site was anal-ozed using total error thresholds of 1000 and 1500. 
The computer printouts of tree coordinates and enumerations are given in Figures 
3.17 	 and 3 18 
In the first case, the average total error for the 21 matches was 634, or 
5 2 per difference term between the template and the image In the second case 
higher error positions were accepted as matches, and the corresponding figures 
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LINE NUMBER 	 SAMPLE NUMBER AND TOTAL ERROR


7 104 - 618 126 - 814 
10 73 - 639 
11 31 - 515 54 - 673 
12 12 - 547 
28 123 - 837 
30 73 - 758 103 - 661 
48 125 - 786 
49 104 - 575 
50 72 - 557 
51 31 - 571 
52 52 - 686 
69 124 - 664 
70 102 - 602 
71 72 - 6I 
73 53 - 737 
92 71 - 403 103 - 462 




ELAPSED TIME = 13.42 SECONDS 








LINE NUMBER 	 SAM'LE NUMBER AND TOTAL ERROR


7 	 104 - 618 126 - 814


10 73 - 639


11 31 - 515 54 - 673


12 12 - 547


28 123 - 337








48 125 - 786


49 104 - 575


50 72 - 557


51 31 - 571


52 52 - 646


69 124 - 664


70 102 - 602


71 72 - 601






























ELAPSEL, TIME = 12.30 SECONDS 





detected trees superimposed are given in Figures 3.19 and 3.20. It may be 
noticed that the higher error threshold results in the inclusion of additional trees 
which have weak foliage and exhibit less contrast with the background. The 
apparently paradoxical reduction in computation time as additional trees are de­
tected 	 is due to the fact that an area occupied by a previously detected tree is 
not searched in succeeding scans, but rather bypassed. 
3.5.3 Programming Considerations 
This section presents a description of the algorithm in greater detail, 
with particular emphasis on methods of computer programming the algorithm. 
In order to rapidly evaluate expressions involving the image pixels cor­
responding to a template of size nxn pixels, it is necessary to hold n records of 
the image data in core. If the template is to move to adjacent lines of the digi­
tized image, a corresponding number of additional records should be held in 
core. In the present case the template is allowed to move over five scan lines of 
the image, and hence two additional records of data before and after the n records 
corresponding to the template size are stored. 
Now, the simplest method of referring to the various template terms is 
by numbering them. If the elements of the template are'numbered along its 
columns (consistent with the storage in memory of a two-dimensional array de­
fined in the FORTRAN language), the element (i, j) is located-at location n(j-i)4i. 
The corresponding element of the image data is obtained simply by adding a bias 
term due to the position of the template along the scan line. Thus, one sequence 
of location numbers is determined for each evaluation required, such as the 
gradient terms, cumulative error scans, recursive evaluation sequences. 
Three 	 types of evaluation sequences are used. These are: 
(i) 	 differential sequences used for recursive evaluation of five 
sizes of disk and border along rows and columns, 
38 
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(ii) 	 a sequence over the template in order of increasing radii, used 
for the initial evaluation of the five disk size cumulative sums, 
(iii) 	 a sequence used to flag the area surrounding a match position 
to suppress re-searching that area. 
The initial search for approximate match positions, using the differential 
of the disk sum, is done using the smallest and the largest disk areas, to ensure 
detection of all objects of the appropriate size. (If a large mismatch of sizes 
occurs, the differential sequence does not pass rapidly through zero). A detailed 
analysis is made if the gradient sequences along both rows and columns passing 
through a given pixel consist of two positive terms followed by two negative terms, 
indicating passage through zero. When this occurs, the match coordinates are 
determined as the best position found in a five pixel by five pixel area surrounding 
the approximate match position. 
The cumulative error which is computed is effectively the difference be­
tween the sum of the image values corresponding to the disk area and those of a 
border area. This is a measurement of the contrast between the circular region 
and its background. In order to compute this measure over five disk areas with­
out summing over the same area more than once, partial sums are computed over 
annular rings, whose area is the increment in the disk areas. Then sums of 
terms over disk regions and border regions of the five specified areas are obtained 
by summing a small number of the partial sums. 
The additional difference sums for the remainder of the five pixel square 
area are determined recursively, using the sequences of array elements for the 
new and deleted terms as the templates are moved along rows and columns of 
the digitized image. If at the position of maximum disk-border contrast a specified 
threshold is exceeded, the coordinates of the match position and the template 
number (1-5) are output on the printer and sequential mass storage. 
When advancing to the next record of data, it is necessary to rotate the 




read the next record into the last row of the core array. (An alternate method,


in which the evaluation sequences rather than the imagery data records are


rotated, was tested. The execution time of this program was greater by one-third).


Similarly, since the match can occur in any of five lines of data, the match para­







In order to prevent multiple detection of the same match position, and to 
accelerate the detection process, a specified area surrounding a match position 
is not searched again. This is accomplished by marking the data around the 
match in some manner. This region may be rapidly distinguished from the data 
by the use of negative numbers. If the area to be skipped is large enough that no 
part of the template will fall on this area, the magnitudes of the elements may be 
changed from the data values in order to convey useful information, such as the 
number of pixels to advance along the scan line. This method was used in the 
lOOxlO0 pixel test area, where the overall computation time was seen to decrease 
as a greater number of trees were detected (and hence more area was bypassed 
in the search). In general, positions of the template near its edges may fall on 
the marked area, and so the data values are simply negated, so that their mag­
nitudes remain available. With this method, only the midpoint of the template is 
tested for falling on the marked area, and hence this test is very rapid. However, 
this method limits the dimensions of the bypassed area to the size of the template. 
If a larger bypassed area is desired, the corners of the template must be tested 
for falling on the marked area. 
An additional programming consideration which accelerates the execution 
is the use of a look-ahead test, which cancels the search for passage of the 
differential through zero if there are not sufficient pixels remaining before collision 




3.5.4 Large Area Test Site 
The test site known as Bateman's orchard in Bibb County, Georgia was 
photographed by the MSFC 12S camera at an altitude of 3000 feet. The blue band 
image was scanned and digitized to 64 levels in the density range 0 to 2, yielding 
a digitized image size of 600 lines X 850 samples (510, 000 pixels). The orchard 
contained 28 X 38 rows of trees, and hence 1064 tree positions. The majority 
of the trees in the orchard have been examined from the ground, and it was 
found that 50.5 percent of the original trees remained alive. Extrapolation to 
the total area of 1064 grid positions indicates 537 live trees present. 
The tree detection algorithm was applied to this digitized image, searching 
for five sizes of trees whose areas ranged from 100 pixels to 300 pixels in incre­
ments of 50. The corresponding diameters ranged from 11 pixels to 19 pixels 
in increments of 2. The threshold used was 7.0. (A threshold value of 7.0 means 
that, on the 64 level scale of densities, the average density over the disk region 
must exceed that over a ring-shaped border region of comparable area by 7.0). 
In this test site, the tree crowns overlap in many cases, and an important 
parameter is the allowable separation between match positions, which strongly 
affects the execution time due to the bypassing of a specified area surrounding 
previously detected matches. A set of experiments was performed in which the 
bypassed area varied from 9 pixels on a side to 25 pixels. The results are 
presented graphically in Figure 3.21. The computation times do not include I/O 
operations. The machine used was an IBM 360/65. It may be noticed that by­
passing larger areas decreases the execution time more rapidly than the number 
of detected trees decreases. 
Sample printouts of the coordinates and parameters of each match 
position, and of the summary of match sizes and enumeration, are given in 
Figure 3.22. The five sizes of detected trees, for two values of the area by­
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Figure 3. 21 Computation time and tree count as a function of bypassed area. 
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Figure 3.22 Sample printout of detection algorithm results. 
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Figure 3.23. Detected trees for two values of the bypassed area 
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3.5.5 Performance Summary 
The performance of the algorithm will be discussed with regard to 
computation speed and detection accuracy. 
As stated previously, the computation speed increases with the number 
of detected trees, due to the bypassing of areas surrounding matches. The present 
scene is not advantageous in this regard, since one-half of the trees are missing. 
Also, the detection rate will depend on the resolution at which the imagery is 
digitized. It is apparent that, for good detection and sizing, the tree diameters 
should be on the order of several pixels, ranging from eleven to nineteen in the 
present case. With an IBM 360/65, the digitized image was analyzed at an 
average rate of approximately 1350 pixels per second. (377 seconds were re­
quired with bypass size 25.) Expressed In a different fashion, the rate of analy­
sis is 3.8 tree cells per second, where a tree cell is a square region of side 
the average distance between rows of trees, which is 18.8 pixels. 
Using the lower image of Figure 3.23, it was determined manually that, 
within the 28 by 38 row area of the orchard, fifteen trees were not detected. 
Subtracting the nineteen trees detected outside of the orchard from the total of 




IV. ANALYSIS OF THE INFRARED BAND PHOTOGRAPH 
It has been known for some time that healthy vegetation is strongly reflective 
in the near infrared spectral band, while vegetation under stress from any source 
is markedly less reflective. This trait has been widely exploited in the determi­
nation of disease and insect infected areas of deciduous forests and citrus or­
chards. Encouraging results in peach orchard photography have been obtained 
by Georgia Institute of Technology in cooperation with the USDA Southeastern 
Fruit and Tree Nut Research Station. 2 In this work, color infrared transparencies 
were viewed through color separation filters by a television camera. The image 
was then analyzed by computer, and it was found that orchard sections containing 
unhealthy trees were discriminated by their infrared reflectances. 
Bateman's orchard in Bibb County, Georgia, was the site of a 9-year experiment 
in various treatment methods. An aerial photograph, with the treatment areas 
marked, is given in Figure 4-1. Herbicides were used to control weeds in strips 
lettered "H". Weeds were controlled by disking in strips lettered "I'". Blocks 
of live trees in the disked strips indicate where Fumazone was injected for 
nematode control. The almost perfect stands within the ttH"t strips indicate 
where both herbicides and Fumazone were applied. 
The Infrared band image taken by the MSFC I2S camera was scanned and digitized 
to 64 levels in the density range 0 to 2. In order to establish the existence of 
variations in Infrared reflectance as a function of tree vigor, the digitized image 
was thresholded at several closely spaced density levels. The digitized image 
was then rewritten on a film writer with the regions having densities less than 
the thresholds being blacked out. The results for four thresholds are given in 
Figure 4-2. The healthiest trees, having the highest reflectance, will be blacked 
out at the lowest thresholds. It can be seen that only the healthiest trees have 
densities of 25 or less. Setting the threshold at 28 includes nearly every tree 




Figure 4-1. Bateman's Orchard Showing Treated Areas 
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Figure 4-2. 	 Infrared Photograph of Bateman's Orchard Showing 
Four Density Thresholds 
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V. ANALYSIS OF MULTIBAND AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The photography used in this study was obtained with an International Imaging 
Systems (I2S) Mark I four-band multispectral camera, using Kodak type 2424 
black and white infrared film and type 2420 duplicating film. The four spectral 
bands were defined by filters, whose peak transmissions occur at wavelengths 
0.430, 0.530, 0.635, and 0. 800 microns. The transmittance curves are shown 
in Figure 5-1. 
5.2 IMAGE REGISTRATION 
The four photographic transparencies were digitized separately and, hence, 
require digital registration of the imagery. This was accomplished by choosing 
five template areas in one photograph and searching for match positions in the 
other three images by means of a sequential snmilarity detection algorithm. 3 
An error threshold sequence was calculated based on a 10 percent probability of 
exceeding the threshold at the n-th term of the error summation (see Figure 3-10). 
The templates from the first nnage were then used to search for matches in each 
of the three remaining images and the match positions were taken as those with 
4 
minimum cumulative error. The four digitized files of data were then trun­
cated by the appropriate numbers of pixels to produce registered files. These 
are then merged so that the four density levels from corresponding locations of 
the imagery form a four-dimensional feature vector. These steps are illustrated 
in Figure 5-2. 
5.3 TRAINING SAMPLE SELECTION 
The data values for all four spectral bands were then selected from the template 
regions corresponding to 50 declining and 30 healthy trees. The total numbers 
of samples obtained were 9906 for the declining and 7718 for the healthy. Tis 
is a prohibitive number of samples when using a nonparametric method of 
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determining a set of classification functions. The number of trainng samples 
was reduced by two methods. 
The simplest method consists of sampling the data values at equal intervals 
such that a tractable number (e.g., 500) of samples is obtained. A second 
method consists of obtaining the four-dimensional histogram of the data in which 
each cell of the histogram represents a unique set of the four data values forming 
a feature vector. 6 The result is 8655 cells for the declining tree data and 6856 
cells for the healthy. A reduction in the number of cells to 993 (healthy) and 
737 (declining) was then accomplished by eliminating all cells having a frequency 
of occurrence of one. This procedure is physically acceptable as these cells are 
at the extreme edges of the distributions and probably represent mixtures with 
soil data values, since the irregular shapes of the tree crowns permit such a 
mixture within the circular template regions. 
Succeeding calculations of the classification functions were coded to use the 
four data components and the frequencies of each cell and thus avoid the repetition 
of calculations for feature vectors which are identical. These two methods will 
be referred to as the sampling method and the cell method in the following 
sections. 
5.4 SUPERVISED CIASSIFICATIONS 
The two supervised classification methods winch were applied are maxnnum 
likelihood and sequential linear. 
The maximum likelihood algorithm is based on the assumption that the samples 
within a given class are distributed according to a normal (Gaussian) multi­
variate density function. 
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where M is the mean vector, K is the covariance matrix, and D is the 
determinant of K. 
Such a distribution is completely specified in terms of a mean vector and a 
covariance matrix for each class, which are determined from the training 
samples. In the classification phase, the probability of an unknown feature 
vector belonging to each class is calculated, and assignment is made to the 
class for which the probability is the greatest. 
Linear discrimmant functions are also determined for each class, using the 
training samples. If the linear discriminant function corresponding to a certain 
class is evaluated by substituting an unmown feature vector, assignment is 
made to that class when the result is positive. If the assignment is not made, 
the data sample belongs to one of the remaining classes, and successive dis­
criminant functions are evaluated. This effectively means that the multiclass 
problem is treated as a series of two-class problems, in both the training phase 
(detennmation of linear discrininant functions) and the classification phase 
(assignment of data samples to classes). Visualizing the data from different 
classes occupying different regions in the spectral measurement space, one 
can recognize that the outer clusters can be separated from the inner clusters 
and that this process can be executed sequentially. Thus it is necessary to 
order the classes of data such that each can be separated from the remaining 
classes by a linear function (a hyperplane in the spectral measurement space). 
This is accomplished by computing for each spectral band the totals of the 
separations between all pairs of points in different classes (interclass) and 
within each class (intraclass). The optimum separation is obtained when the 
interclass distance is maximized and the intraclass distance is minimized. The 
coefficients of the discrininant functions may then be determined by maximizing 
a criterion such as the distance of the training samples from the discriminant 
hyperplane. 7 The processing flow is shown in Figure 5-3. Applications of 
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Figure 5-3. Sequental Linear Classifer System 
Training samples derived by the sampling and the cells methods were used in 
maximum likelihood and sequential linear classifiers. The digitized scene, 
consisting of 510, 000 pixels, was classified on a pixel-by-pixel basis into three 
classes--healthy trees, declining trees, and soil. These results were then 
further analyzed to obtain the classification of each tree. The tree classes 
were taken as the majority class within the area of each tree as determined by 
the match coordinates and the five sizes of templates. 
The two classification maps are shown in Figure 5-4, obtained using the cells 
method of training samples selection and data from the four spectral bands. The 
classifications of the previously detected trees are shown in Figure 5-5. An 
example of the output of the tree classification algorithm is given in Figure 5-6. 
The classification results are given in Table 5-1. When using the infrared band 
photographs only, the two classification algorithms give similar results. The 
density levels assigned to the three classes are as follows: 
LINEAR: 0-30 healthy 31-38 declining 39-63 soil 
GAUSSIAN: 0-30 healthy 31-37 declining 38-63 soil 
5.5 PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 
The goal of the multiband classification procedure is to determine those trees 
which are remaining healthy and those which are in decline. One problem in 
this procedure is the variation within a single tree crown. However, If the 
classification is sufficiently accurate, this may indicate damage In some limbs of 
the tree. An attempt was made to overcome this problem by classifying trees 
as healthy or declining according I the majority of the pixels. It may be seen 
from Table 5-1 that this procedure results in a classification of the 80 ground 
survey trees with an accuracy of approximately 70 percent. Additional ground 
survey information included the statistics of 989 trees, but not the status of 
individual trees. Of 499 live trees, the ground survey indicated 46.69 percent 
as healthy and 53.31 percent as declining. The computer classifications also 










Figure 5-4. Classification maps obtained by two methods. 
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Figure 5-5. Classification of the detected trees. 
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Figure 5-6. Output of the tree classification algorithm. 
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Table 5-1. Classification Results 




By Trees Healthy 
Orchard Classifications (Percentages) 
By Pixels By Trees 






Likelihood 73.7 76.25 18.62 31.14 50.23 37.39 62.43 0.18 564 
Linear 70.9 67.5 14.88 33.29 51.83 47.01 52.27 0.73 126 
Cells Method 
\taxdnumLikeali d 79.1 77.5 16.48 43.04 40.48 47.00 53.00 0.0 524 
Linear 76.8 67.5 11.24 26.73 62.02 27.15 71.35 1.50 71 
Infrared 
Maximum 62.3 68.75 17.09 32.40 50.51 41.01 42.13 16.85 183 
Likelihood 
Infrared Linear 63.2 80.0 17.09 39.17 43.73 39.70 51.12 9.18 47 
Average 71.0 72.9 15.90 34.30 49.80 39.88 55.38 4.74 
Ground Survey 46.69 53.31 
The infrared band classifications were performed since it is known that decline 
would be indicated primarily in the infrared spectral range. However, the 
accuracy is diminished in this case. This is probably an indication of the fact 
that the spectral band being used is in the very near infrared. It Is anticipated 
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A FORTRAN listing of the complete detection package follows. The core 
required on the IBM 360/65, when using standard FORTRAN input and output 







DATA NRIAREA1,MvYP THREShoRECSN.SAMP 125,50#,77.0,600,850/


C NR - LEtGTH OF A TEMPLATE SIDE 
r lfAOa-I . IMlAT A9FA 1UCRJFiFIT 
C mBYP - LENGTH OF A dYPASSEL; AREA SIDE


r ThRF ZH - Tiggcr I n rN AV;pht.F nTK A*ln RiIRnFR nFNCTY fnFQcnlrF 
C NRECS - tKUMBER OF RECORDS TO BE READ 
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f DEFINE EVALUATIrN SEQUENCES 
C 
INTEGFR ST(Il, HSNI25T 1OI. VSN(25,.O), HSD(25,10p, VSD(25,10) 
DIMENSICEN NS(IO) , ISEQI6251, KAREA(Il1, ASIZE(5,2), HSEQ(500) 
LGICAL T4PLTINI.NRI 
COMMON /SE;.CEI NS,HSNVSN HSDVSDISE.KAEAASIZEMSMSE 
C FIND ELEMENTS PkESENTLY DISK. PREVIOUSLY bACKGROUND, AND VICE VERSA 
C ASSUME A SEARCH AREA OF SIZE (NR+41 LINES X NR SAMPLES 
C COMPUTE VERTICAL MOTION ELEMENTS BY TRANSFORMATION I "J J NR-I 
C 
N 0 
nO 	 4i hici.7






N4f 	 - 0 
C 




IAREA - Ni * (NZ+I * IAREAl 
CALL TEMPLT (TMPLT, IAREA. NR)


DO 	 32 I1-INK 
Or 	 '2 .1.1KJ 
IF 	 (J.EO.OI GO TO 44


IF (J.F.NRS GO TO 33


IF 4.NJT.TMPLT(I,jV.AND.TMPLT(IJlIl) GU TO 35




















CC CMPUTE NEW DISK ELEMENTS 
36 	 N3 * N? + I 
"H$I(N3.N) -* NR+'4)4I J-II + I + 2










35 	 N4 = N4 + I


HS (k.4,NI (NR+4I*(J-IJ + I + 2












C 	 OEFINE ISEQ IN ORDER OF RADII dEG INNING AT THE DISK CENTER 
C 




JI 	a J1 + I

STJIJ 
 II**2 + JJ**2


1 	 TSFfIIII *s fkR.4I*I.-1 I + Tri *


CALL SGRTSL (ST, ISEj, 1, NRONR)


DEFINING REGION SURROUNDING A MATCH
C 	 COMPUTE SEQUENCE USED FOR 
 
MID - (NR.1I/2




I&Fr2 P1,'0 + M An 
 1, 2 

ISAMPI x MID - MRAD


IfHP2 v MIDl * MRAD +-I








Ms 	 x MS + I 
10 	 MSEQ(tI a (INR+4)'(JW-1I II + 2 C 
C 	 CO.4PLTE DISK AND BORDER SEUlUENCES AND AREAS


DO 	 to I11,11


..KLEJLKjAfflII - *tI(, *IARAI 

































DO 1100 I=1N R










IF (AI**2+AJ*b2.GT.R2) GO TO 1100


IAREA x IAREA + 1


















Stoma ItI nFATFTi s. I; T NR.- WRI - ITAREA1J, THSH,-NZFri, IJSAMD&I 
C 
C 	 nFTF:T rlRuI AR F.TrL'S AV r'lNTACT rnmphikTrnfJ 
C 
TNTFECSR s'flRI.N.AmPI. ST(Ii SAMPIi.21). SIJF(5,20I. DFLH. DELV 
.HSN(25,1 ) , hSD(25,10 , VSN(25,1U), VSD(25.10) 
niMFtdlsrJ N-FTt4). NTFST(4I. NSFJl|I. NMATfSLt DIFF|5.20). NS!ZF 
*1(), NStVlI, ISEL(625), KAREA(II), ASIZE(5,2I, MSEU(500) 
STA i~,FST ifi SFT I- .'..2 tt.1. 2, I I 




100 FORMAT (!HI,23X,.COORDINATES OF MATCH POSITIUNS/21X,30U( 
 
.=LINKF KU,-~lqx.l5A*4PLF NUMHFR. kF&ATTVF AREA, CfNTJASTI/I 
101 FORMAT (I1J,3XS(16,13,F6.2I) 
10) Ftr"kT i lt&tJ.f 
103 FORMAT (1HI,33XOCOUNT OF MATCH PUSITIONS'/31X24( U)//21X,'NUMBE 
.R ArMHAi LRFA * n[AMFTFR ACTIIAI PIXEL AqEA + fIAMFTER'211f. 





Ptlh I ir"3 
MIOROW w N1/2 + 1 
-M!D= j(N4*tMI CR0.-i) + MIDROW + 2 
NREC2 NRECS - NRI * MIDROW - 1
















































IEL c IEL + I


IF IIEL.uT.NSAMP2) (,O TO 1111












Go 	 TO -330


C 	 CANCEL SEARCH IF INSUFFICIENT PIXELS AHEAD TO SATISFY DIFFERENCE SEQ.
















C SEARCH FOR MAXIMUM IN SUM OVER CIRCULAR REGION BY SEARCHING FOR 

















.		 flFI H a fnFtH + tAVISSTfjq *HSNtJFO.NIII - TARSESTiJSeHfnIAJCFP.NIII


NSEIJEN) = NSEi(N) + 1


IF IDELH*NTFSTINSFQ(NII.LT.lI Gl Tn 41

















C COMPUTE DIFFERENCE SEQUENCE ALONG COLUMNS

























35 DELV - DELV * IABS(ST(JS1+VSN(JSE.JN)I)-IABS(ST(JSX+VSC(JSEtJN)bI


IF IOFLVtNTFSTIK.LT.Q| CC] Tf 2tan


2010 JSI = JS1 + 1














1111 S hCO L,_UL
LF 
C 
















r GITPJJJJtj! 1W MATCH CjI(gOINATFS. MFAA NEXT path RECORD. 
C 








2121 NSILE LII L.LJVjU_ -_Na7F
FI
 EMLIfjI I + 1 
IF (N'A.GT.3) GO TO 800








AO PRTkT 1nl. NPFC. ISAPWPl. l. SlIFI1.TI. DIFFII.I.) 181.81 
PRINT 102, LS4MP(1,I), 5IZE(1,I), DIFF(1I,1t 1-9,NM) 
35 -hSlF ill NRFC. NM. ISAMPI .II,, S-Ftl.Tl. tINMI 
2000 CONTINLE 
qRAlI 1101 I=t1'J2 .TFI 1. IFL=1.NSAMP) 
r 
REPRODUCIB]LITY OF THE 
















____f___U___I___I_ -i II :I I p IhJIF( f TfrI I 
110 DIFF(I-IIELI * DIFFIIIEL)
I2n NMATI1-1)1k g.4AT(I 




NMATCH z ( 
NAREA * (rtI)*IAREA1 
n - 7-~ * CukTL?4tkFAflA l4i'Q7h'; 
ISIZE -AS[ZE(.li 
ID z*TNTfflJ2.1.CI - 1 
PRINT 14, NSIZE(N), NAREA, D ISIZE, 
10 tMATCH - NMATCH + NSIZENi 



















INTFGFR ST(I1. SAMP(S.1I, SIZE(5.1, SUMIlI, DISK, BORD, OSAVE.


.8SAVE, £DISK, HSN(25,10I, VSN(25,10). MSD(25*10)I VSD(25.10)







CnMMrN /It flJCFI NS.HSN&VJA .S-AVIfl FO.KARFA.AS1?F.MS.MFO 
C 
C CnMPUTF 'I1MS IF nATS VAl1 IF 5 nVFR ANNIII AR RINLS 
C 











IF (JSEQ.NE.KREA(KlXI) GC TO 305






In% IMi K) - SLMIKI + IARSiSTIJISlISFQ(JISFI l) 
C 



















JS - JS * NR1 
Ain i8 KUVPD.I ,


JSI a JS + KVER - 3


IF IK VER.;-N ) I TIP2On


IF (KHCA.NE.1I GG TO 201







f f S ­
nfl21 K.,4NSIZF 
DISK * DISK . SUM(N) 
flRfAja-xafjln . ClI*IIJjlt7F~wI * 
BORD - BJRD + SUP(2*NSIZEtlI 
DSAVE- I SK 
BSAVE a 601D 
r. TO S21n 
C 








"4 fDlIK x ffISK + IARSISTIJSI+HSNiJSFO.N.1IF11) - IARS(STIJ4I1+M*






35 B rpO - B 1 + IABS(ST(JSI+HSN(JSEQNSIZE+51 I - IABS(ST(JSI1HSD 
.(JSE , SIZE*5) )l 
C SUBTRACT SUM OF TERMS ADDED TO PREVIOUS DISK SUM

B)RD =*BORC - DISKOSAGEF n, gmS 
BSAVE * B0D* 
anq Tn a 10 
C 
r rtMDILIp_rIiIcn g*imAqE rFnrjr. (IM 
C 














prfil . RngP - AriltlK 
C 
r rIEJ _MAW 1 MUM nIr n It rRuJrr ; rSTwFkI AllFR AGE DISK TPFRM AND~ AVPFRAC 
C BORJOR TERM 
9210 CONTINUF 
UjIF - DISKJA tIFIN F.I - piIRnl/A'I7FiNiTZF.21 
IF 4DIF.LT.AOI GO TO 18" 
aft a- nI~fl-
KI = KVER 
K3 = JSI 
K4 v NSIZF 
18 CONTINLE 
C STORf MATCH PARAMETERS IF CONTkAST IS GREATER THAN THRESHOLD


IF (A0.LT.THkESHl RETURN 
fjATK1 i rT ATtKI I 
-__ _._,_ _- I F L t - + K4 
SIZE(K1,NMI - K4 
_QIFFfKj.%fk) - Am 
C 






US 10 JSEQ=IS 















C 	 SORT ARRAY A1 At,l ARRALGF ARRAY A? CORRESPONDINGLY


C 	 DO FROM ELEMENTS It TO JJ


DIMENSICN AilIo A2(llt IU(16). IL(161 






















S IF(I.GE.J) GTO 70


10 	 I%:I 




TZ - A2( IJ)























;10 	 L=J 


























A21 T .---A 21 1


AH11 - TI 




30 	 A'IILI = AlK)


















TT * AIL) 
SO K*K I 
I F 	 (I I'VI I TT Il ItI 
1fPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 










IF IR.AE-af~l T' 
IF (SL) RETUkN 
11 * II 
TI .jj=tI
DO A10I=X)D
T2 - AZ(11l 
A2(111 = A2(1 
A2(12) = T2 
110 12 a 12 - 1 
75 I ILtM) 




__________ , lJ311 
IF(I.EC.JI GUTO 
TI v Al(tIt) 
10 
T2 * A2(itl) 
F-iAI(LLF, TII I tn TI' 9n 
K-1 
Inn1 Alt&IIl AI 
A2(K 1)K=K-1 = A2(K) 
IF (T1.LT.AI(K)) GO TO 100 
AIEIKlI x TI 








Listings of the following data handling subroutines are given:


SETREE - selects training data from the feature vector file 
CELLS - determines the frequencies and feature vectors in the 
four-dimensional histogram analysis 
CLTREE - classifies trees according to the majority of pixels 








XIn1?. S(S,,,,tS ,X(0).,1 







DIMEt.S2. :r. T(21, Iii?)....

Ir') FUPtAAT 1 1015) 










)0 20 N-1h,5 t


















IP (AI**2+AJ**2.(.K2) CC TI 10






Ti4PLT IIJ.w ) 
 





























C r"TPACT CATA F-4- A TeEE_


f4)=24) Llk,, SA5P, IU_...250 Rfln (5.IS. 

NT~iC 7 1 'VlhC I 1







- - . 
REA1 (9 'L i S- ..-----------­...... -
 .. .... . . 
531 = SA"P - jR/2


I ? r ) G


I I. i,,.T "PLT 041.1,,NSIvS " T-7 .44









. . X__+ I. II _Sr ) ..


44 SII S11 + 1


40 i-i LI1 + , I - ----

NTOTINC) = MI40T(NC) NI


wRIT- C.,Tc. . SA "P, SIZ _L 
 






pTipRODUOCILIY OF THE 
CQAINAL PAGE IS POOR 
KSO_ 'KS - _<S__ 
CALL CLLS (. -l1. JC, S. NN) 
KS K5 - K(5) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
PIT 10.7~ D KS 
__________Gf TJ 250 ____________________ 
CAL SfRL (jC. JC, 1,0 KS) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
4 RITE (8) KS. (MCI). JCi), I,KS) 
26C C3NTINUFPlII.T 102. Ni'dT 








S B8 U7IE CFLLS (X, ":S, MC, JC, KS, N:) 
DY!1eON.nVI Nb,.1) , 14CI, d11___II 
Lb.WlCALOI oYTtI4) 
Qu_IVtFNCF (,,;J, ,YT(I.I) 
C 1 ), 'A tNS1=1.,is 
DA 143 NFI*N 4 
140 BYTE(iF) =_XCNF,.S... . . . 
C 
C CECK FrR CELL JCCUPA4CY 
C 
Or, 36 KzIKS 
IF (ICU.E.j.JCtK)) 6 Ti 37 
36 CONTINUE 
C 
C STAQT NEW CELL 
C 
KS = KS I 
JCIKS) * NCO 
MC(KS) 0 
K - KS 





CTREESS.C Trr THC CLStI~;Jl---FtI?5 ST,jjIj%E' OF JIFSAMI___
_Cr
C IF Mt-,Ozl. MEAl) CCtlIo&TN1 TSIM TAPE UNIT 8C IF ,.AD CC .AT;_ CARPS-'ts.&2t.F4'.SM 
C 
DhjE1,SI3N ISEJ(5.3flt), h(LASS(3jMCLAS PjJ 5 KS5r3)
CT (f

INT I-GER STll( Sli k, 1} PI XL(5 v SAMWP 0)l SIZFWD)} CLASS(i3)I 
DLt2UIlLE& SJ CLASS I(31 3____ __ 
_____
1____ __ 
DATA CLASS I')C1, OKI'., ISE'/. CLASS! I' [)CLINE'. ' HEALTHY'. 
, ' S3 1IL t -
100 FRMAT ('I ',3X. TREE CLASSIFICATIONI1X.19'*)ISX,lLINE NUMBER 

.'.5X,'SAMPLE, SIZE, CLASS. PERCElT'// 
101 FORMAT (3151 
1 2 FfIRMAT (1I',30XvOCLASSIFICATICN SUMMARY'/31X,2 I/20X.CLAS 
.Xa,'SIZE NUMBER'.aX,'SAMPLES',1OX. PERCENT'/20X,51'b"),SXIlf*'), 
X, 7( '' * X, Tl* 'I)I 
133 FJRMAT (/A&6,113,I".F18.2)
1ln) FrR -1T (/4,iX,IfT ATL'iI I0141X,15('('1)) 
1,15 FERMAT (1I2.7X,6(I6,I3,AA,F4.)) 

116 FORMAT 119X,6(16,I3yA6tF..I)I 

137 FfIRMAT (52X,5( *-') .11K.7('-'J/I56,FLS.2/5"2X,5( '-.,7('-')//) 

C DETERMINE FIVE TEMPLATE SEQUENCES 

C 
DO 310 NT= 1.5 

R2 = fNT+I)'IAREAI / 3,14159265 

NSEQ = 0 

00 20 1s1.NR 

11 - I - INk+i)/2 

DO 20 J'I.NR 

JJ z J ­ (NR+I)/2 

IF (II t2+JJ**2.GT.R2) GO TO 20 

NSEO - NSEj + I 

ISFO(NT.NSEO) = NR*(J-1I + 1 

20 CONTI JUE 

311 PIVL(NTI - NSEC 

C 
----- t114JjJIjJFAk-AYU RjDjjfTIAk32URptNATES __ _____ __ 
c PH<INT 10I _________ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
{D IC L-1,5 

00* 1, 1.3 

10 KS(L.N) - 0 
22 EAC (1) (S(J*,ItL), IEL 1,NSAMP) 

IF U'QDE.ba.1) READ (8) FvEC, NT, (SAHP1!) SIZE( ), II,1NT) 
IFU 'FJ.jt2) R=AD (s.If1) ;~C -5Amfl . SIZtU!) 
N13Ns DfEC I C2 . . .. ..-- - - - - - --.. . . . .... ....iIR . ... - .. 
IF (NREC.NF.%,MEC) C,0 TO c5 
C 








_T4 	 U!CLASPIA 
IA FA a iLz-z(~
JS : J { -.;P(-T - -i, | 
JJ J_S * ISEuSIZI(fiT IS QI) 
IC a ST(JJ I 
... CLA55 ICI = CL 5.( IC) + I 
C lETFtl',.-- Ct4.)S HAVI ., A.iJ.iIT v (,F PIYFLS 
C 
MAX * 0 
00 70 Ih~1,3 
IF (!,,CLASS(r).LT.hAX) GO TO 70 
SAX = iJCLASS(jI. 
4C =N 
70 -CO1NTINUE 
KS(SIZE(MrI,%C)o I.S(SiZE(mTINC) 1 
t!CtASS( T = 4JC 	 ____ ___ _______ 






IF (MWIDE.EG.1I uiRITE (11) MQEC, NT, (SAMP(I), SIZE(!), MCLASSII)s 
•I : 	 , ;N1T)
 

IF INT.GT.6) GO TO 80


PiIWT 115, NREC , (SAAP(I)SIZE I),CLASS(MCLASS(1))PCTIIIt I-ItNT) 

GC TO 85 
30 PPINT 105. NREC, (S, I IP(I),SIZE(IICLASS(VCL5SIII),PCTIIIp Islib) 




95 NT - I 
IF I(MIE.EW.I) ReAO I,FNO=30)hPEC. NT, ISAMP(1 ,SILE(I), I=INTI 
IF (t':)3E.E.21 kEAD (C.Il1I,F 0':30) PMREC, SA4P(1). SIZEII 
IF (MAEC.E4.NAEC) GU TO 50C 
95 0ff 6 Jw=ZNR








REAC (1I IS(.R,ILL), IFL=I,NSAMP)


1 0 	 CCtTINUE 
30 UTtT 
NCLiSS(NC) a 3O~n ;, 	 O ,r 1, 
.C U .4CI 10SICLAI.St .tI)+ /SIL,NC 
11 T1T -- !STJT *_CLASSINC)-----------------
-
PA I 	 T IV' 
iiC I G,. 0 SK., , tT.T,TPC. Ii I ,C) 
11 1Q2rRT- +I3,CL.. stt LC . ji, KSP. ,t,.C) *P-CT(NC ----------- ---------J1' 
PCTghC) a I+tv.O * WCLA 5(JCl / %TOT 
11__ 	 P9JI1T IC?, ICLASSi L). PCI( C) 






5U3RUUTI'ILJ TRft (S. STr,_?R.L PFAIz hrt-3 SAFE) 
C 
...... f,_RFCCJSU&Tt,.,J tA IC AT TTHE MATCI P.INTS 
C 




















R2 =NT+I1*lAkEAI I 3.14159265


00 1 1-I,1NR 




AJ _ -INRI + 1/2


IF (AI'*2+4J**2.GT.R2) GO TO 1


MlZO ' NSFE3 + .1 






2 PIXL(NT) - NSEQ







READ (8) MRtC. NT, (SAMPtI), SIZE1), CLASSII), I-INT)

MATICHS * .TRUE., 
rAIDROW = NR/2 I1








DO 7 HIf l.NSAMP


7 S(J.IEL) - 3 














_LA &tA'9_ IaX (SI1ZEIM TJ ______--________ 
JS5= NR.(5MPC4T1-1-NR/2) 
JJ *JS + ISE* SIZE(.4TItJSEOI








IF ( ATCHS) kEAD (8,ESJ't-) MR'C. FT, tSAoI'), SIZElI), CL {S(I), 
G. Tu 95

10O MATCHS * .FALSF. 
C 
DCi 6 IFl1.t.'SAMP 













.....Z20 wRITE (11). (SLJ4.1ELJ-+tL1'N5AMP) 








,tPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 
-:rNAL PAGE IS POOR 
APPENDIX C 

The following subroutines were used in performing the supervised classi­

fications: 
SUBLPC - Compute Gaussian statistics of training samples 
PTEST - Test maximum likelihood classification of training samples 
PCLASS - Handle I/O for classification of the data 
MAUCA - Maximum likelihood classifier 
EFFECT - Determine class to be tested for linear classifier using 
training samples 
SNOPAL - Compute discriminant function coefficients for one class 
NTEST - Test linear classification of training samples 
NCLASS - Handle I/O for classification of the data 





E~UBkUUTINE SUnLPC IC. MC, IJS. CLASS. S. EM. #K. B. Nh. Nfl 
C 
SrUPFRVS 0 _A.TCJ.LER. I-,NG _UOLA4pLTE-RS 
DiJUBLE P'ECI5IC, CLASSIIA), S(WW,'IN). DET 
tL c a i LC L;,j1I -
-455 FfR;iAT ('1 'I.AXtOSTt TD GUSSIAN PARAMETERS*/20X,29(1b'//5X, 
ittE~cVCTtk,.1X,'CVk&1 ANCz MATRICES9 )
4594 FUKNAT (C15. .(1x.1617?)) 
4577 FORMAT SA/M2O.AI,'s'.PLES') 
C COMPUTE MEAN VECTORS ANt C'VARIANCF MATRICES 
--
ARITE (6,4553)
,--D -J110- 13 - I,'iI,---...... 
NCI! - NS( 130 |) 
D., 92 C 11 -1I, " 
DOS 500 N:' zClI IN 1, 
tfJ __1;(.J.t3 ) . L 411 ,13 ){ 




FIK(Ii.1I1l * 0.0 
91' FKI ,11.12,1 t) E{(11',i IT) + HC(NSA) * (LC(11,NSI)-EM(I1,3)) 
EK I,12.1-)-1 EK11,12 ,1 /1INS(13,11-1)
__ :"... I2I .._xtrI 11,1?, t-31 .­_ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 
5112,11) S ,(11012)i LsJC .0k _IiL 
-
_ __ -_u_ 
__ _ __ _ _ 
C 
WRITE (6 4577) I2,LLA,5_ii . NStJ3. ) 
Da 5008 IIl.NN 
53 -,-4t 

















N.VERT LUVRIA_CE_4TRICE.,(PUTE GAUSSIAN FUNCTIrN CONSTANT TERMS 
CALL CASI.,V L(,. Nj____r}_ 
DO 1000 I-fl,LiN 
1CC>O EKfII,12.13) 5$11,12) 
-flU­ ,5----NNAL 
111i) RITE f6,4557) DET 
RF1114J 
END 








SUbPI'CTIN4F P1cSL...IC, Mckjf-tC-S 
 
_____. LS$JLI,5 ..
KrnUrJATA SAMPLES -- PARA~ TI C,CLAS5tFCAT ifiN,, 
_____ Ctii 1, S(tl I: X(2), rP(11ll I4( ( (1)v (S(2 I 
!'UUILF PREC hSItN CLA$SttMI 
1 '?4 FrRMATI //3dX.1ISAV,.tAG. 5CCUsACY =,Ff.-.1I, 9H P .iCET/3X,eUIF$*I 
!,/2iRA~jlfy.z37 * I) /3 X, 4* PrSUILt' Or L&$ I-FIC AT I C:4' 0 /0X-tI.*
* TRAIN1I'CG SAIPLtS *EV 9 C III~,NY# F NIUMBER 
* pE~kC~ET -1ju~5.S!m;i SA-PPLSCLASSIf IED ASV/6X,$CLASS S&4 
.Ptes Lr. ET C .NECVt.1.Av/(43X.1CA9))























15C0 X(KFI = LCINvF.NSI

CAL I4AAU(- AX.__ICLASS._KSjt EHEjK., 1, NN. Mmh

141)0 KS(ICL*ASS) KS(ICLASS) + MC(NS1) - I

EFP 100. (i K3(I.C) NSC 
PQINT on;.' NC, CLASSI(NC) NSC. KS(NC), EPF, (KS(NC1I. WCt-I,#64I 
1101 IF IE + EFF 


















C (LASSIFIES i;KNjlg DAjA_ArMP - PARAMETRIC CLASSIFICATION 
C 






210 FGRMAT f'1130X. .*lI/OXb* RESULTS OF CLASSIFICATION * '/30X.


.10**,7X,'DATA $AMPLES',QX.'*'/3)X, 9(*P)/ /OXOCLASS'.15X,'SAMPLE






2012 FORMAT /14X.131Tn'-L SAMPLES. 10114X,1311H*))
C 
Do 1415 NC=1I.M 
14 5¢KS(NCI - 0 
C 
FALL MAIICA I5, MCLAS5. KS Ell. EK, B. NSAMP, NN, MMI







00 1301__it__*_ ,1M_________________________ _________ 





















-- , l~~tJi IlN1AN,!.SSI KM4X(!%55, C~rt;t)p~(?K~Nt4~d'M 
.0X(20), KS(I) 























6200 SUM * SUM - A
63CC Gi = * iSUM 4 0.,*A) b CXI| 

























L I ,t ). 4 t )I-I .CF$.I.2'-J FC12 
LCGICAL01 LCIt;j.1) 
!|I J_ C(1l~k5'" bEtr"1 ItC,' T I... 
00U9LA P&ECISIJt, LLAS( V) 
j-0 FOOMAT (1X'/20X.EFFECTIV5 FLU4FS OC MFE-lITl/2AX26('*')//) 
15C FPKMAT (/2LCX,'COMJINED FIGLkES tF ERIT/2CX,2|(Ir)












IF (Ntdl.NE.1)i G. TO 2000






NCII " NS1 1.23


NC12 * NS( 11.31


00 2 121.I11 
NC21 a NS( 12.2)




DO 3 LKI -- NCI1.tNC 12


IF (11.FO.123 NC22 - LKI - 1


00 3 LK2 - NC21NC22



















C CIMPUTES THE NORMALIZED FIGURE OF MERIT OF ALL REMAINING PATTERN





















SUMI = CO... 
SUM2 * 0.0 
C CCMPUTE SUI - TOTAL OF INTERCLASS DISTANCES FRO" CLASS 13 TO ALL 




flJ _NydTh__- - ---







SUMI * SUMI + DE(13,141) 
C COMPUTE SUM2 - TTAL OF DISTANCES AP"ING ALL RE"AIN"IG CLA'SSES, 




C AS 3NE CLASS 
C 
DO 7 	 JS '..-il, J4 .... .











C CPThPUTE MINVI'1u, FIGurE uF E IT FL_, INDIVIDUAL (CLA55E 13 AND 14 
C 
51 * 	 OE113.14.1i |AI31 * A14.1 .... 
S2 * 	 CE(I 4.I,1) 1(AI (AI-.-1.) DE(14,14.I) / (A140(AI4-1.O)) 
F tSl f $e 




ANS T z fiST .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . 
StMI a Su'il / IAI3A iST) 
.... ___- SUY2 - flU Is.1j.I / (I3*_(Ai3-1.2)) + SUM2 / CANST*(ANST-I.0l. 
FCtIl * fC n.,IoJ / S!'2 
C		 T Ir I':S A) -. E A£A L 
f r..P.TF CFM- CutR!-E FiGUR rF MERIT. AND ORDER BY CFM TOCETERNINE 
C TH tLS EA.A.I LA S 
CrC&J 
 
-CFMIJA) * C? 
CFM(J3) * CF?(JI) * I1.c0_N) 

















151 	 WRITE 16.1511 NC. CLASS(NCI, CFM(NCI)































DATA N1i /1(0/ _________ __ 
99 Fr'AMAT (/1P6EIS.41 
1139 FG RMAT (IS, Ill 18v4X. tp7Ejj . 313XtlP7EI4. 311 
101 FJRMAT (/II3,AIOIOX,IP7114.3/(33X.P7EI4.3) I 
11? PFORMAT (/122x.2?('t#/2X,l* CLASS',I3,AIO, *,S/22X,22t1 6 )I lTE 
.RATIUN NO.. 5,X,'EkR6 S,I0X,'LINEAP DISCRIPINANT CUEFFICIENTSI/ 
.A22, CTHEka/I 
216 FCRMAT ('i '/IOX,'URUERE CLASSES.ZUX, ELEENTS (F THE DISCRIMINAN 
.T Vt-CTDr'/1ox.I5l 0*1) ,?OX,('I 


























































11109343 A W-r 'As _AUET 
C 














I( - .LC(IN I|L.. ... ... ... ... ... ... ..
 

IF (J.NEJJNI) KI KI*LC(JNSI| 
. ..---- 1 5.,J l )- . l,_a(I.. ICAN,$1.I) K. 
130 5(J*I) - 511,J) 
CALL GASINV (S. NN , DETI








PA&ir.T I1C2. Kv. CL4AS5S1 1, (LASS(N43 
TEST 	 = .T4UE. 






It) 1.01 tJS~s~,ja1,,S2 ________________ 	 _____ 
h2SI! ,fl# I 	 _ _ 
no I4 f k 
14(l A2 - .2 + St I,.K)LC(K 0iSI)


-1-Z( -qW-.iws I lI + IC(SI)N, & *-BSIY(-J) I


















141 A2 - A2 * S( !,NI*LC(PJ4SII


-I2100 	 wus:~l.I *1- *(N 1 P(( ICN1 
 










DO 1C04 NfI5NSWINSW2 
I - I +' I 






1141 VIIY *VI I t+ NNI .?._2LC(NF2,NSI.


IF lYi l.LE.O.qI hERRI = NFFRI MC(NSII


1jriIt. yc1 ) M l bi i)


-I D- C 1 - 2i, A 
-. . .		 NC * (CINCII 
NSI kS~tiC,2l 
NSI * NSI NC.3). .-..... 
DO 1(5 NS1hSa1,1JSit 









145 Yll - YII) + ('tWIlF?)LCItirZ.hStI


IF (Y(II.GT.O.O) -,t t *JFKR.g + "C(NSII






PRINT ICO, I.UFX, NFi0!, ?JFRR?, (WI tI! ,IFA) ,..NFAwI ,*NI








IO NERK a Nfi'ft1 + IWER. , 
C 
IF INbldNd:41) XETUNN 
93 
DO 1220 NO-AMj Ii 





SII~ttJTNENTEST ILC. rt -SLASS, w. PC, NN, M41!_____ 
CC CLASSIFIES_ (A0iNDATA SAMAPL-$ - '.3NiARAI>1T<IC CLA SMfCATWIt 
D311' N5SrN- eC( II., !-N51.31, X 2C J .(I,I MCCIIKS(C 
Lr GIC&Lo1 LC(;4. 1)

DULE P C1 laj_ CLA S('MI 
 . -- _ 
1504 FEjRMAT (IZ.,rAfGE4CCUAtCY .A1,IocCrT/'(4IHo) I 
2 C-S FtfAAT. $I . ... ( ,' .Yt_ _.PSESULTS OF CLASSI$ICATICU .......-*-

U11F* T~b1I'lNo SAMPLES *1/331.29( 1*I14flIME nP UMBEk 
NtJM3ER Cm SEMPLPS5CkASSIFIED0 ASI6X CLASS- -SAf4M-. 
.P1IS C(GIUEC" C&FCT. i'%A9/(43X.I0A91)I 




Nh ! * Nh * I 
AM) t I $ - I






























DG 150 NF"I NN


IO0 XINF) * LC(NFWS1)


CALL NOPACA {K. ICLASS. w, ?OC, _I NN. NNI NMMII


1400 KS(ICLASSI t KSIICLASS) + fC(NSII


EFF - 100.0 " KS(NCI I NSC 
PRINT 2(09. NC. CLASSINC). HSC. KS(NC), EFF, (KSINCI), NCI-INMI 
1301 TE TE + EFF 













C SUB#DLTINE NJLASS 4S, MjCL.S, CLASS., W, HOC. NRECSt NSAMPf NN. MM) 
C 
C NUNP ARQASETR IC _CLAS SIFICAT ICh 
___________________ 




DIPFNSIfN S(NNNSAMPI, nCLASSit4SAMPI, Wil), MOct11, KS(201 
DOUBLF. PRECISIO CLASS(10) 




. 2 9( e)1112OX. 'CLASS #15X'SAMPLE 
2011 FORMAT_(/I.A7,9.2OFF2.2)
2C12 FOkHAT (/Is Xe.HTUTAL SAPLESI 
C 
0/13X 13(IH*)) 
K__.._ * NN + 1 
MEl . ml - I 
DI 1CC9 NC'1.IM.414
IroQ KSPSC) * 0 _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ fp___ 
PfJ 12 NREC-.INRECSRAD AJ ISEA  
___ 
CALLkcOACA IS. NCLASS,.j 1Sc0fC,NSA4P. N NMI, NMI) 
_ 
_ 
12 WRITE (11) NCLA$S,,
C 
- NTOT a -NSAMP NflEC$5" 
PRINT 2010
___DOAZ2I, NC.IA44 C -Fi 
PCT - 100.0 * K5(,C) / NTT 
1221 PRINTT 2011 , _C.KLASJ(NC).e KS(NC). PCT 










C N .N-PARAMETRIC CLASSIFICAT!(NTrF A 5TING_ OF N5S FEATURE VECTORS - - -- -
C USING POE-LFA9NED LINEAN (lCRIHIAN.NT FUNCTIONS 
C 
DIN SION X(NN,;SS), t.,(NSS), W(NNL,MM1I) HOC(1), KSl) 
DO 20 NS51tIliS5 
__IDCI Nw l pf4MI . ..... ..... 
G -* NILIr

_q] 2 F Il=10A!* . . .. 
2 v 2 G + n.Fh1)1x(NgI.N1)








__Nw(NISI) = HuCUMI,'11+1) 
-_-_-4! 
GO TC ic 








*U.S. GOVENMaW Pm"NING OFFICE lp7f-7404M *5Wl0N NO.4 
